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Pumping Heart

YOU WILL NEED:

 A clear jar ( jam jar, coffee jar etc)
 A balloon
 2 plastic bendy straws
 Water

 Food colouring (optional)
 Sellotape
 Scissors
 Tray or a basin to catch the water

INSTRUCTIONS

1.  Cut the balloon where it starts to widen. 

2.  Add a few drops of food colouring to the jar. The colour helps you see the water movement 
better. 

3. Fill the jar with water. 

4.	 Stretch	the	balloon	over	the	mouth	of	the	jar.	You	want	the	balloon	to	be	as	flat	as	possible.	

5. Cut two tiny holes in the balloon, slightly smaller than your straw holes, about an inch 
apart.

6. Take the neck of the balloon and wrap it around the end of one straw (see Picture 1). 

7. Tape it in place. It doesn’t have to be perfect, just enough to prevent water and air from 
going into or out of that straw. 

8. Now press down lightly onto the balloon you have stretched over the jar mouth and watch 
what happens. (see Picture 2)

Picture 1 Picture 2
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Kim’s Game

YOU WILL NEED:

Collect about 15 different items (you can use more or less items depending on ability) from around 
the home. These could be:

 Nail varnish bottle
 Tiny teddies
 Pencils
 Sunglasses
 Coins

 Fake bugs, beetles, spiders etc.
 Small toy
 Tray (to put items in)
 Towel or sheet to hide items

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Spread your objects out on a tray. They should all be visible from a few feet away on either 
side.

2. Ask and adult or sibling to look at the items and memorise as many as possible. Set a time 
limit (one or two minutes is ideal)

3. Then put a sheet / towel over the tray and remove one item, taking care not to let anyone 
see which item is being removed.

4. Remove sheet or towel and ask them to see if they can work out which item is missing.

5. You could ask them to run the activity for you to have a go.

Change the level of the challenge
•	 You	could	reduce	the	amount	of	time	they	have	to	

memorise the items.

•	 Instead	of	removing	an	item	from	the	tray	you	could	
leave the tray covered and ask them to name as many 
items as they can remember that were on the tray.
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Ecobrick Bowling
YOU WILL NEED:

 Empty clear plastic bottles with lids 
(Between 6-10)

 Ball
 Pretty much anything plastic that you 

can clean, dry and cut up small i.e. 
wrappers, packets

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Collect any plastics and put to one side 
in a box / bowl as you go along. These 
could be crisp packets, biscuit wrappers, 
cling	film,	pasta	packers,	rice	packets,	
bubble wrap.

2. Make sure you wash or wipe the plastics 
and that they are dry before you start to 
cut them up.

3. Take the empty plastic bottles and give them a wash inside and out. Make sure any 
wrappers on the outside are taken off.

4. Cut up the plastics nice and small and then put them into your bottle. 

5.	 Once	you	have	filled	up	your	bottle	with	plastic	and	it	can	stand	freely	on	the	ground	then	
screw the top on and your skittle is ready to go.

6. Place bottles in a triangle shape and roll the ball to see how many you can knock over.

7. Keep a chart of how many you knock down and get your family involved too.
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Bug Noughts and Crosses
YOU WILL NEED:

 Empty cereal box
 Twigs
 Paint / colouring pens
 Scissors
 Wiggly eyes (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cut out 10 circles using your empty cereal box, you can draw round a cup or glass to make 
it easier.

2. Paint or colour  5 red and black to make Ladybugs

3. Paint or colour  5 yellow and black to make busy bees

4. Collect 4 long twigs, lay twigs out to look like a grid (see photo)

5. Each player takes it in turn to place their Ladybug or Busy Bee into one of the empty 
squares in the grid. 

6.	 The	winner	is	the	first	to	get	three	bugs	in	a	line	horizontally,	vertically	or	diagonally.
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A Handful of Flowers
YOU WILL NEED:

 Paper
 Straws or pipe cleaners
 Scissors
 A stapler or tape
 Pencil

INSTRUCTIONS

1.	 Draw	around	your	hand	on	bright	coloured	paper	(white	paper	is	fine),	they	can	then	draw	
around	your	hand	too.	This	makes	the	flowers	different	sizes.

2. Cut out the handprints, you can also cut out some leaves.

3. Once you have a good collection of handprints, wrap the bottom of the handprint around 
the straw or pipe cleaner, then staple or tape to hold it in place. 

4. Attach a straw or pipe cleaner to the straw / pipe cleaner you have just taped or stapled to 
give	the	centre	of	the	flower	colour.

5.	 Curl	the	petals	by	wrapping	each	finger	and	thumb	of	the	handprint	around	a	pencil.	Do	
this to each handprint until you have enough for a beautiful bouquet.
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Pull-out section
HEDGEHOG DOOR SIGN
Put your name on the Hedgehog then cut it out and 
stick it on your door (get an adult to help you with this).

DOOR HANGERS 
Design and colour in your own door hanger

MY BODY
Draw in parts of your body and label them

SELFIE SCAVENGER HUNT
Using a camera or phone or tablet with a camera, 
go around your home on a Scavenger Hunt and take 
a	selfie	with	the	items	on	the	list.	Once	you	have	
completed	this,	make	up	your	own	Selfie	Scavenger	
Hunt for someone to try. 
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Selfie Scavenger Hunt

 A coin

 A crayon

 A winter hat

 A candle

 A teddy bear

 A brush

 Something old

 Toothbrush

 Keys

 Remote control

Have a selfie with the items listed on the sheet.
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Glitter Shaker
Sometimes we struggle with our emotions. The Glitter Shaker can help us to feel calm when we 
have been feeling sad or angry. Once you have made yours you can shake it and watch the glitter 
settle any time that you feel upset or angry. Make it your own by choosing what you put in it from 
the list of items below!

YOU WILL NEED:

 Glass or plastic clear jar
 Glitter
 Glue (or you can use Glitter Glue)
 Food colouring

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Fill the jar with half a cup of water.

2. Fill the remaining half of the jar with glue or glitter glue. If using glue then add 2-3 
teaspoons of glitter to the jar.

3. Ensure the top of the jar is on tightly. 

4. Shake it to make the glitter mix with the water and then settle.

5. If you like you can add sequins or beads to make it more interesting.
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Build a blanket fort

Building a den is an opportunity to let your imagination go wild, it could be a cinema; a spaceship 
destined for another planet; or a private library. What you make of this space is up to you. 

YOU WILL NEED:

 Pillows
 Blankets / sheets
 Sofa cushions
 Sleeping bags
 Chairs

 Safety pins / elastic bands
 String
 Snacks
 Perhaps include a torch (if you have one)

INSTRUCTIONS

Follow your imagination with this activity and decide how you want the den to look, this can 
change multiple time whilst building so don’t be afraid to adapt what you had originally planned. 

To help make it more stable you could:

•	 Lay	a	blanket	or	sheet	on	the	floor,	and	position	the	chairs	opposite	each	other.

•	 Drape	the	duvet	over	the	chairs	to	create	a	roof,	and	pad-out	the	walls	with	plenty	of	
cushions and pillows – paying particular attention to the corners and back wall.

•	 Weave	string	in	between	the	top	of	the	chairs,	creating	support	for	the	roof.	For	extra	
snazziness,	attach	some	bunting	with	pegs.

•	 If	you	would	like	to	personalise	the	den,	fill	it	with	your	favourite	
things, or to invent a story about it. There are no rules here.
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No-brush painting
Finger painting can be as fun, if not more as fun and imaginative as painting with a brush. Put on 
some	old	clothes,	dip	your	fingers	in	paint,	and	watch	the	magic	unfold.	Here’s	how	to	set	up	your	
space.

YOU WILL NEED:

 Newspaper
 Paints
 Paper
 Paint pot or bowl
 Plate or old  

 tupperware box
 Water
 Pens or pencils

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cover a big area 
with newspaper, and 
make sure you’re 
wearing old clothes.

2. Place a large strip of 
paper over the top of 
the newspaper.

3. Squirt generous amounts of paint onto the plate or into the tupperware box.

4. Fill a pot with water and place it nearby.

5.	 Dip	your	fingers	and	thumbs	into	the	paints,	and	then	tap	them	on	to	the	paper.	What	
shapes can you create without using a brush?

6.	 If	you	like,	after	the	paint	has	dried	you	can	draw	around	your	fingers	and	thumbprints	
with pens or pencils, creating little characters and scenes. A thumbprint can morph into 
a	butterfly’s	cocoon,	or	a	beehive.	An	index	finger	can	be	a	chicken’s	head,	or	a	camel’s	
hump! Use your imagination! You can then send these pictures as cards to friends and 
family.
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Scribbles
A fun game to play with family and friends!

YOU WILL NEED:

 Pen or pencil
 Paper
 Colouring in pens / crayons / pencils (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Each person has a piece of paper and a pen or pencil.

2. Each person quickly scribbles something on their sheet of paper. 

3. Swap your sheet of paper with someone else.

4. Look at the scribbles in front of you to decide what the different lines look like. Try turning 
the paper around to see it from a different view.

5. Finish the scribble drawing by adding your own lines and marks to make it into a picture of 
what it reminds you of, feel free to add some colour to it.
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Make a friendship tree

YOU WILL NEED:

 Glue or tape
 Paper
 Colouring in pens / crayons / pencils 
 Scissors

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Discuss what makes a good friend. Using the sentences below discuss why they are or 
aren’t being a good friend. What could they have done differently?

 Someone pushes in front of you in a queue.

 Someone says ‘excuse me’ when they need to reach past you.

 Someone helps you tidy up.

 Someone teases you about your new haircut.

 Someone helps you cut out a tricky shape.

 Someone offers to help you set up a game.

 Someone laughs at you when you ask them to help you spell a word.

 You’re a bit lonely because your friends are away, and someone comes to sit with you.

 You lend someone a toy and they won’t give it back.

2. Help each other to draw around your hands and then cut them out.

3. You can make multiple hands and ask your family and friends to also draw around their 
hands and cut them out.

4. Write or draw a picture on each cut out hand of something that would make you a good 
friend. On a larger piece of paper draw the outline of a tree with branches.

5. Stick your friendship hands to the branches of the tree to show some 
of the ways that you know of how to be a good friend
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Cardboard City

YOU WILL NEED:

 Cardboard boxes
 Glue or tape
 Old tupperware
 Colouring in pens / crayons / pencils 
 Scissors
 Toys	such	as	cars,	figures,	animals,	dolls,	teddy	bear

INSTRUCTIONS

1.	 Gather	together	cardboard	boxes	of	all	sizes	and	some	old	tupperware.

2. Clear a space to make your world.

3. Decorate the boxes to be shops, houses, schools, use your imagination to create a whole 
world around your living room. There could be a theme to your world, maybe it is outer 
space and the buildings are spaceships, perhaps you’re in a safari. It’s your world!

4. You could leave space in between ‘buildings’ for cars, use small boxes to be animal cages 
for	a	zoo,	make	signs	from	smaller	pieces	of	cardboard.	You	could	even	make	your	own	
home.

5. Once you have created your world you can use toy people and animals to play in your 
world or even make your own with paper and pens.
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Online Resources
GOOGLE TREKS
Explore the world from the comfort of your home 
by visiting the Google Maps Treks feature. Visit the 
Pyramids in Egypt; Kennedy Space Centre in the 
USA and Taj Mahal India. The opportunities are 
endless.
www.google.co.uk/maps/about/treks 

CBEEBIES STORYTIME (APP)
CBeebies	Storytime	is	filled	with	free	interactive	
story books and bedtime stories for young children 
and is a great way to enjoy reading with your little 
one.	The	library	is	always	growing,	with	amazing	
stories featuring all the CBeebies’ favourites.

TEACH YOUR MONSTER TO READ (APP)
Teach Your Monster to Read is a phonics and 
reading game that’s helped children learn to read. 
The	app	covers	the	first	two	years	of	learning	to	
read, from matching letters and sounds to enjoying 
small books.

BORROW BOX OR LIBBY (APP)
These are apps that allow you to borrow up to a 
mixture of eBooks and eAudiobooks free of charge. 
All you require is the app and a membership with 
your local library. If you do not have a membership 
at your local library then visit your local council 
website	to	register	for	a	membership	and	to	find	
out which app they use. 

SEUSSVILLE
The online place to discover the magical world 
of the Dr Seuss Books (The Cat in the Hat, The 
Grinch). Find out more about the stories and 
characters as well as the experiences for fans 
around the world.
www.seussville.com/parents/

BOOKTRUST
This is a fantastic website that has free access to a 
number of books you can read along online. Several 
celebrities	have	also	filmed	themselves	reading	
stories that you can listen to. There are also many 
activities to try and games available to play.
www.booktrust.org.uk 

THINK EQUAL
Think Equal is a powerful and uniquely 
comprehensive Social and Emotional Learning 
Programme now giving away 6 free parent packs 
for children, teaching resilience, emotional literacy, 
empathy, self-esteem, kindness, self-regulation, 
problem-solving, gender equality and more.
www.thinkequal.org

TYNKER
Everything you needed to learn computer 
programming the fun way! Aimed at ages 5+ and 
broken down into three age groups, this online 
tool is used by thousands of schools and currently 
parent / carers can get free access. There’s 
everything	from	beginner	puzzles	to	even	doing	
with Barbie.
www.tynker.com

COSMIC KIDS YOGA
Fancy a good stretch whilst listening to a story? If 
yes then Cosmic Kids is the place to go. It is Yoga, 
mindfulness and relaxation designed especially 
for kids. Visit their YouTube channel for lots of free 
stories through Yoga. 
www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga 

 




